
scarlett2angel  and rachel_75_1 
 

scarlett2angel: swats web's butt as i move in circles enjoying the music and the company as 

i bump hips with rachel  

websterace3: Wooo hoooo 

rachel_75_1: fixes my hands on her hips as we bump our hips to the tuneeeee 

websterace3: Rubs my butt smiles at Scarlett 

websterace3: Watches 

scarlett2angel: takes her hand in mind ..want to dance? 

scarlett2angel: smiles and spins her around before she can answer  

D r a z: laffss 

rachel_75_1: smiles as she takes my hand gliding onto the dance floor as she pulls me 

terry_apples: orders more champagne  

websterace3: Wooo hooo 

scarlett2angel: slips my arm around her waist tugs her closer and spins around the center of 

the room  
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websterace3: Hi Hd 

scarlett2angel: winks..leans in and kisses the nape of your neck as i let you lead while my 

hands slide to your hips and rolls my hips with yours 

rachel_75_1: one hand on her waist as the other sliding up her hair as we spin around 

feeling her curves underneath my hands 

hdroadking296: hey web  

Ivan_Skavinsky: Hello, HD. 

hdroadking296: hi ivan  

D r a z: puts out a bottle of dom perignon and several glasses .............   

D r a z:  hello hd  

scarlett2angel: waves at hd as rachel spins me around ....smiles into her eyes as she guides 

me in circles on the floor 

rachel_75_1: shivers as she kisses me nestles into her neck as we spin faster pulling her 

even closer towards to me 

rachel_75_1: hey hd  

scarlett2angel: slowly moves into your arms..licks my bottom lip and sways in your arms as 

my fingertips slide up your back softly pulling you clsoer so our tits touch and whispers how 

much i have missed dancing with you 

D r a z: smiles watching scarlett and rachel 

Ivan_Skavinsky: They make a lovely couple. 

scarlett2angel: tilts my head...softly puursssss as your touch sends chills down my spine 

making me sway more  

websterace3: Very sexy 

D r a z: hello kenny 



Ivan_Skavinsky: Hello, Kenny. 

kennyw_3: hello Draz  

kennyw_3: hello Ivan  

websterace3: Hi Kenny 

kennyw_3: Hey Web  

kennyw_3: hello Rachel  

kennyw_3: He Scarlett  

kennyw_3: HD Hello  

rachel_75_1: slides my tongue across her bottom lips as i run my fingers swiftly through her 

hair........... whispering into her ear i missed dancing with you too as we glide across the floor 

feeling one anothers assets grind as we go 

rachel_75_1: as she tilts her head back my tongue strolls up her neck and reaches her lips 

once again as i pull her back to me nice n swift and dances for all to see 

websterace3: Walks to the bar to get my ice bucket 

Ivan_Skavinsky: GTG.  Have fun everyone.  Nice to meet you, Terry, and hope to see you 

here again some time. 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmm lets my tongue dance over yours..sucks and closes my lips over it 

as we dance closer using the slow beat to rock side to side and lets my fingertips grip your 

hips an tug you closer 

rachel_75_1: hiya kenny 

D r a z: cheers ivan 

websterace3: Tc Ivan 

terry_apples: you too ivan 

websterace3: Goes back to my booth and cleans 

D r a z: mimo1501 was bounced from the room by: D r a z.  

websterace3: Watching the lovely ladies dance 

scarlett2angel: bites down on your bottom lip..closes my eyes and lets you lead me in circles 

on the floor all alone as the room room watches  

rachel_75_1: sliding across the floor then lowers scarlett down as she sways her beautiful 

hair around.........then gently lowers her up and kisses her ever sweet lips  

websterace3: Cheers the ladies 

rachel_75_1: watching her breasts before me as she sways  

scarlett2angel: opens my eyes purssssss rachel and archs so my tummy brushs against hers 

as she holds me up an sweeps the floor with my long blonde hair 

rachel_75_1: looks into her eyes and glides across the floor as our breasts meet in closeness 

of the dance 

scarlett2angel: slips my hands down to her lovely ass cups it in my small hands and smiles as 

we look into each others eyes  

terry_apples: oh my... 

websterace3: Hi Lia hugss 
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D r a z: hugs hi lia 

rachel_75_1: my arms wrap around her as i gently kiss her neck  

joyful lia: HUGSS WEB  

joyful lia: oops,grins  

joyful lia: hugsssssss D  

websterace3: How you doing Lia 

websterace3: Lol 

websterace3: Nice boots 

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmm rachel sways with the song as my fingers grip ands squeeze 

your soft cheeks ..forgetting where i am and nibbles on the nape of your neck and earlobe as 

we dance  

scarlett2angel: smiles as we dance by Lia  

joyful lia: LOL..TY  

terry_apples: hi lia 

joyful lia: smiles to the girls  

joyful lia: hello terry  

rachel_75_1: hey lia smiles  

joyful lia: hey rach,smiles  

scarlett2angel: steps back smiles and makes sure my top is still covering my boobs  

websterace3: Looks over at Scarlett and smiles 

rachel_75_1: hehe dont worry i pulled it up with my teeth  

D r a z: laffsssss 

scarlett2angel: winks at terry and moves back into rachels arms as she leads me around by 

my hips  

terry_apples: watches scarlett and rachel dance with interest 

websterace3: Brb 

rachel_75_1: dances slowly as we appraoch the bar  

scarlett2angel: smiles at rachel bumps against the bar and kisses her  

rachel_75_1: lifts her gently as she sit upon the bar i stroke her smooth legs as i pull them 

around  

scarlett2angel: looks around wraps my long legs around your waist and rests my hands on 

your shoulders  

D r a z: wb webster  

websterace3: Ty 

rachel_75_1: sliding my finger tips up her back as i pull her then pull her off the bar and 

swing around kissing 
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scarlett2angel: looks down into your eyes as i feel the wooden bar under my ass..squirms 

and back to my feet letting out a soft gasp  

joyful lia: brb  

D r a z: hb  



websterace3: Hb 

rachel_75_1: whisks around the bar n slices us some lime.........squirts a little 2 shots to be 

exact  

rachel_75_1: then whisks back round and pulls scarlett close to me as i lay her down gently 

on the bar  

scarlett2angel: giggles at how fast rachel gets me where she wants 

rachel_75_1: ohh god yeah  

rachel_75_1: lol 

rachel_75_1: shit the window man is here 

terry_apples: hehe 

scarlett2angel: lays back letting my long hair hang over the bar and archs my back so my tits 

are standing out more 

D r a z: what window man ? 

scarlett2angel: you have to go? 

scarlett2angel: dam window man 

rachel_75_1: thank god for that he coming back friday  

D r a z: laffs  

scarlett2angel: smiles at rachel  

scarlett2angel: where did everyone go? 

rachel_75_1: amm back i asked for him to come back friday cus now wasnt a good time 

scarlett2angel: giggles and wiggles to get comfy 

rachel_75_1: i dont know hun  

D r a z: their loss 

rachel_75_1: kisses her lips as i slide some ice down her sexy body  

scarlett2angel: slides my feet some ..parts my thighs and looks around the room 

terry_apples: still here<..watching rachel and scarlett 

scarlett2angel: bites my bottom lip at the cold ice but smiles at rachel  

rachel_75_1: balances the shot glass on her navel as i gently kiss around her tummy 

scarlett2angel: takes a deep breath to hold the glass in place and smiles at terry  

D r a z:  winks at scarlett as she struggles to keep still 

scarlett2angel: archs some as my arms lay over my head and grabs the bar with both hands  

rachel_75_1: dips my tongue in the shot glass n flicks the liquer up scarlett  

scarlett2angel: smiles but stays quiet...going to enjoy this 

rachel_75_1: then flicks the shot glass as i slide my mouth just above her pantie line sucking 

n licking all the liquer up  

scarlett2angel: winks tilts my head and tries not to squirm so the shot glass does spill 

rachel_75_1: tracing the flicks with my tongue as not to miss sliding under her bra  

rachel_75_1: squirts the lime into my mouth as i kiss sarlett sharing the shot  

scarlett2angel: mmmmmmmmmm rac helllllllllll archs my back as the music rolls my hips an 

bites my bottom lip 

D r a z:  winks at scarlett 



D r a z:  hi chum 

D r a z:  hello joe 

Master_joe: hi draz 

scarlett2angel: ohhhhhhhhhhhhh ty licks the lime as it squirts on my tongue and lips  
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rachel_75_1: smiles at scarlett as i hold my hand out to help her down from the bar  

Master_joe: brb 

scarlett2angel: opens my eyes smiles and slides off the bar having to use it to stay on my 

feet 

scarlett2angel: leans in whispers and kisses rachel  

scarlett2angel: thank you for that  

D r a z: stands and applauds the girls  ................. woo hoo 

rachel_75_1: kissessss back and hey thankyou darling  

D r a z: terry_apples was bounced from the room by: D r a z.  

scarlett2angel: all that and now gets bounced 

D r a z:  it was all bul shit .scarlett 

rachel_75_1: i just pm'd ya scarlett 

rachel_75_1: lol 

scarlett2angel: kk doesnt matter to me  

rachel_75_1: he was no way 90  

rachel_75_1: and no way new to the room 

scarlett2angel: rachelk is al that matter then 

D r a z:  that was very sexy  scarlett 

scarlett2angel: ty draz rachel sure is 

scarlett2angel: thats 3 now 

 


